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Upcoming Events:

MONTHLY CHARACTER TRAIT
Etiquette: Rules for polite behavior in society or
a specific situation.

“Manners”
March brings us flowers, sunshine, and a new level of
energy and excitement as we head into spring!
With the change in weather also comes a change in
behavior and outlets for all that energy! Sitting still
becomes harder, goofing off gets easier, and the ability
to focus soars out the window on the spring breeze…
As adults, we can take for granted all of the little rules
we learned that make our experiences pleasant...Kids
often need small reminders of what is acceptable in
different social situations: how to wait in line, how to
get an adult’s attention, or even how to introduce
themselves!
This month we’ll cover all this and more as we work on
the social skills we call etiquette!
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March 12th: Daylight Saving
Time! Remember to set your clock
forward one hour!
March 17th: St. Patrick’s Day!
March 18th: All Ranks Test—
Morning classes cancelled. Join us
for an All Ages Group Class at
1:30!
March 20th: Spring Equinox!
March 24th-March 26th: Closed
for the weekend, but we’ll be open
regular hours during Spring Break.

“It doesn’t get
easier, you just
get better!”
503-509-0815
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Kensho Martial Arts is proud to introduce

Kensho Kid All Stars
Giving good effort and practicing hard are the backbone to attaining skill
and rank—higher level of effort=higher level of achievement. Designed
with your child’s age and rank in mind, Kensho Kid All Stars is a practice
program that provides the framework to help your child develop good
practice habits outside of the dojo! All materials are free to the student, and
incentives are provided to keep students motivated. If you or your child is
interested in joining Kensho Kid All Stars, please see an instructor for details!

——————————————————————————————
Congratulations to our January Black Belt
Student of the Month…

Can you help us out!?

David H.

One of the best ways for others to
learn about us is through referrals and
reviews! In addition to letting others
know about your personal experiences
with our school, Google & Facebook
reviews help us get noticed in an
online search!

Fantastic job working hard to set the example
for how to treat others in class!

———————————————

If you have a Google and/or
Facebook account, we’d love it if you
could rate us and say a few things
about the school, level of instruction,
or anything else that might be helpful
to someone researching Kensho!
Thank you!
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